Oak Grove High Theatre
I understand that Oak Grove High School Theatre Department has been
chosen to represent Mississippi at the largest theatre festival in the world in
Edinburgh, Scotland, in the beginning of August of 2023. I understand that my
student will be considered an ambassador and will not be able to attend if they
have been to alternative school. I understand that the department will be doing
numerous fundraisers that will be available for my child to participate in to help
with the cost. I understand that I am responsible for meeting each deadline
whether my student fundraises it or not. I understand by signing this that I agree
to financially meet the deadlines for this trip.

Parent ________________________________________

I understand that my parents have to support me in this endeavor to audition for
the “Scotland production”. I also understand that I must work the fundraisers for
any of the funds to go towards me. I will be dedicated to the process throughout
the time until we return from the trip.

Student _______________________________________

Suzanne Allmon
Oak Grove High Theatre Director

Audition monologues are attached below.

Helen Price
Oak Grove High School Principal

GIRLS MONOLOGUE
MAKE SURE TO MEMORIZE THIS AND BE PREPARED TO SING 30 SEC. OF A
SONG.
Dani, hi, wow, um, where to begin? I took up yoga. Mastered it. I could teach it
now if I wanted to, but I don’t have the time because I started a podcast about
fictional true crimes, which is a genre I invented, and then I sold the movie rights
to my podcast, which was a whole thing with lawyers and all this money and
such, and then I bought a house in the country which needed a little work so I
hired this handyman who used to be a model, and we fell in love and we’re
getting married and I blogged about our romance, and then I sold the movie
rights to the blog, and you’d think that once you’ve sold something to Hollywood,
the second time wouldn’t be as exciting, but you’d be wrong, it’s just as exciting,
and anyway, I’ve been keeping busy, what about you?

GUYS MONOLOGUE
MAKE SURE TO MEMORIZE THIS AND BE PREPARED TO SING 30 SEC. OF A
SONG.
Look, everyone is always concerned about who’s a good guy and who’s a bad guy.
Can’t we just all be super-powered beings who want things? Like you want world
peace. Good for you, more power to you. I want to enslave the human race and
make larger metal pyramids over the existing Egyptian pyramids which I will use
with my natural telekinetic space force to control when and how black holes
appear in this dimension of the universe. So that, at first view, might run counter
to you wanting world peace, but I can assure you that once I enslave the humans
they will be very peaceful. Non-peaceful ones will be put to sleep. I don’t have
time for that. I have a universe to rule. From my castle upon the biggest metal
pyramid in Egypt.

